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In the 2000s the economy of Iceland grew rapidly led by a surge in financial activity. In 2008 the three major 

banks which had been at the centre of this boom collapsed, leading to a devaluation of the currency and a 

sharp rise in national debt. The government asked for a loan package from the IMF. The terms of this deal 

included a cut in public spending of 16% of GDP. Following strikes and demonstrations, the government 

resigned and was replaced by a red-green coalition in 2009, which introduced a smaller package, which was 

still equivalent to 12% of GDP. Part of this was achieved through higher taxes, and the package was 

designed to affect the poorest least, but part also through cuts in spending on pensions, child benefit and 

healthcare. Due to these measures and the fall in the value of currency, Icelandic households experienced a 

fall in real income of about 30%. 

 

However, unlike other countries, Iceland allowed the banks themselves to collapse, with their creditors 

bearing the losses. Account-holders were given priority over creditors – it is expected that all depositors will 

in the end receive the full value of their deposits.  The state created and capitalised new banks, to which they 

transferred Icelandic assets at a negotiated ‘fair price’. There was no ‘socialisation’ of the banks’ losses.  

Governments of other countries including the UK and Netherlands demanded that all their citizens who had 

opened accounts with the collapsed banks should be repaid in full by the Icelandic government, but this was 

rejected by massive majorities when put to a referendum in Iceland. In effect Iceland allowed the banks to 

collapse, and did not transfer the losses. It also introduced capital controls, to prevent volatile movement of 

finance.  

 

By 2011, the Icelandic government was being praised by economists for refusing to socialise the losses, for 

imposing capital controls, and  for enabling a recovery to start on the least painful terms.  

 

- FES 2011 Arne Heise and Hanna Lierse March 2011 Budget Consolidation and the European Social 

Model - The Effects of European Austerity Programmes on Social Security Systems. FES 

http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/id/ipa/07891.pdf  

 

- IMF 03 November 2011 Iceland's Unorthodox Policies Suggest Alternative Way Out of Crisis  

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2011/CAR110311A.htm  

 

- Iceland´s Recovery—Lessons and Challenges 

http://www.imf.org/external/np/seminars/eng/2011/isl/index.htm  
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